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INTRODUCTION

Purpose. The problem considered in this report is one

of the main problems considered in reforestation today.

After an area has been logged, nature strives to return that

area to its original condition. Whether it reaches that

goal is indeed a gamble. Many factors influence the final

outcome.

The first phase of this problem is to determine whether

the area is returning to forest; the second, if not, why

not and what should be done about it.

Importance of Problem. One familiar with the lumber

industry has become aware of the increasing cost of lumber

ing and the increasing value of forest land. The time ele

ment is now one of major importance in that bare land or

land with no earning capacity is indeed a burden to the for

est land owner. After logging it is important that the land

be restored to productiveness if the owner does not wish to

hold the land as a liability. A stocking survey is an excel

lent means of determining whether the land has returned to

productiveness. Many forest owners, large and small,public

and private, survey thousands of acres each year in this

manner to determine if the land is restocking.

Method of Procedure and Sources of Data. The field work

for this survey was started in November, 194-7, and completed

in January, 194-8. It was carried on alone by the writer and

necessary equipment was furnished by the School of Forestry,

Oregon State College. Soil samples were analyzed for
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Ph factor by Dr. R. E. Stephenson of the Soils Department,

Oregon State College, and the information shown in Figure 1

was supplied by Charles Lewis, State Inspector, Corvallis.

Weather data was supplied by the Oregon State College Wea

ther Bureau.

DESCRIPTION OF AREA

The quarter-section surveyed lies in the eastern part

of the Coast Range Mountains of Oregon approximately eight

miles northwest of Corvallis. The upper waters of Soap

Creek flow through the area along the southern and northern

limits, and a ridge running east and west provides the

divide for the two main streams. The topography is moder

ately steep with a few scattered rock outcrops.

Soil and Rock Formation. The soil type in the area

varies little in composition. As the percentage of fine

material determines to a large extent the success and sur

vival of forest seedlings(l), soil samples were taken from

each forty and analyzed for percentage of fine material by

using the Cenco-Wilde Soil Colloid Tester. The results of

the test, as shown below, indicate that either poor soil

samples were chosen or much topsoil has eroded. The soil

from outward appearance seems to consist of clay or silt

clay, and gums or balls up readily when wet. Perhaps a more

detailed analysis would be beneficial in determining the

exact nature of the soil.



Table 1 - Results of Cenco-Wilde Soil Colloid Test

Per Cent of Per Cent of

Forty Exposure Slope Fine Material

Northeast Northeast
Southeast North

Southwest Southwest
Northwest Ridgetop

On the basis of data obtained with the test, the follow

ing simple classification has been devised for use in re

forestation practice by S. A. Wilde.

Table 2 - Relative Productivity of Soil Class

30 9
30 13
10 18

0 18

Percentage of Fine
Material Found

by Test Soil Class Reforestation Possibilities

No profitable reforesta
tion.

High light demanding pines
or other pioneer species
with low requirements for
moisture and nutrients.

All pines except shade
tolerant species.

All pines.

Hardwoods and conifers with
lesser requirements for
moisture and nutrients.

Shade tolerant conifers and

hardwoods with high require
ments for moisture and

nutrients.

Less than 5

5-10

10 - 15

15 - 25

25 - 35

35 or more

Course sand

Medium sand

Fine sand

Sandy loam

Light loam

Heavy loam

On many soil analyses an average of 95 per cent accura

cy was found using the Cenco-Wilde Tester as compared with

more exacting laboratory tests, and extremes of 80 per cent

were recorded on single tests. Although the above classifi

cation was designed for Midwestern forest conditions, it will





give some idea of the relative productiveness of each soil

class.

Soil depth throughout varies from approximately four

feet on benches to nothing on steep rocky hillsides where

course gravel exists. Probably not over five per cent of

the area is of the latter type, however.

Soil acidity affects tree growth in various ways. It

is usually desirable therefore before planting an area to de

termine the amount of soil acidity (2). Soil samples were

taken from the following locations and analyzed for acidity

by the Soils Department of Oregon State College.

Table 3 - Results of Soil Acidity Content Test

Forty Exposure

Southeast North slope, creek bottom
Southeast South slope
Northeast North slope near ridgetop
Northeast North slope
Northwest Ridgetop
Northwest South slope near ridgetop
Northwest West slope
Southwest North slope

This analysis indicates a slightly acid condition which

is highly suitable for coniferous growth (2).

Two types of rock formations were found, sedimentary

rock, and basalt containing zeolites. Much of the red mater

ial found in the soil comes from a leaching action on the

sedimentary rock which contains much iron (3).

Climate. A summary of weather conditions for the Cor

vallis area covering the last seven years prior to the survey

may be noted on the accompanying chart (Figure 2). Recorded

is the mean monthly and annual temperature and precipitation

Burn Ph Factor

None 6.0
Medium 6.4
Light 6.2
None 6.2
Light 6.2
Light 6.U
Heavy 6.3
None 6.0



and the maximum and minimum temperature for each year.

Vegetation. The area is predominantly a Douglas fir

site with a sprinkling of Grand fir (Abies grandis) on the

north slopes and in the moist draws. An occasional Western

red cedar (Thuja plicata) and Pacific yew (Taxus brevifolia)

complete the conifer type.

Bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum), Vine maple (Acer

circinatum), Pacific dogwood (Cornus occidentalis), Red

alder (Alnus rubra), and Madrona (Arbutus menziesii) are the

hardwood species. These are scattered over the area on the

north slopes and in the wet draws and stream bottoms.

Many varieties of shrubs dominate much of the area,

especially on north slopes and stream bottoms. Heavy concen

trations are also found on south slopes where good moisture

conditions exist. On the drier, more heavily burned sites,

thistles, grasses and blackberry dominate.

Shrubs and grasses found in the area are listed below:

Bracken fern (Pteridium aquilinum pubescens Underw.)
Sword fern (Polystichum munitum (Kaulf.) Presl.)
Dwarf Oregon grape (Berberis nervosa)
Sticky laurel (Ceanothus velutinus)
Hazel (Corylus californica)
Blackberry (Rubus vitifolius)
Poison oak (Rhus diversiloba)
Thistle (Carduus spp)
Thimbleberry (Rubus parviflorus)
Salal (Gaultheria shallon)
Black-cap (Rubus leucodermis)
Salmonberry (Rubus spectabilis)
Willow (Salix spp)
Ocean spray (Holodiscus discolor)
Rye grass (Lolium multiflorum)
Honeysuckle (Lonicera ciliosa)
Snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus)
St. Johns Wort (Hypericum spp)
Velvet grass (Notholcus lanatus (L.) Nash)
Fire weed (Epilobium angustifolium)
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LOGGING AND SLASHBURNING HISTORY

The southeast forty was cut in 194-1 and put on slash

extension. In 194-2 the southwest forty was logged and slash-

burned. In 194-4 the remainder of the quarter-section was

logged and the entire quarter-section burned except for iso

lated spots as indicated on the burn map (Figure 3).

FIELD PROCEDURE

Eight lines were run in cardinal directions through the

area, forming a grid over the ground ten chains apart and

five chains in from respective forty boundaries.

The first sample plot on each line was one chain from

the forty line. The remaining sample plots were taken at

two chain intervals. The plots were 1/250 acre in size and

divided into quadrats, each one milacre in size. The plots

were circular with a radius of 7.45 feet. A string with a

length of 7»4-5 feet was attached to the swivel on a Jacob

staff to measure the radius of each plot.

Lines were run with a staff compass and distances were

measured by pacing. The per cent of slope was determined by

using a per cent abney.

In counting stocking, three classes of reproduction were

chosen, as follows:

1. First-year reproduction - seedlings in their first

season of growth.

2. Established reproduction - seedlings which are in a

healthy condition after one and up to and including

four seasons of growth.



3. Advanced reproduction - young trees which are in a

healthy condition after five or more seasons of

growth.

Stocking counts were made in terms of advanced reproduc

tion and established seedlings and separated by species.

Three first-year seedlings were counted as one established

seedling.

Adequate stocking has been defined as a stand of at

least 300 established live seedlings per acre, all of which

are adequately spaced for normal growth and development and

100 of which are well distributed. In terms of quadrat

stocking, this would mean that 30 per cent of all milacre

quadrats would have to be stocked, and that at least 4-0 per

cent of all 1/250 acre plots would have to contain at least

one established seedling.

The following items were noted and recorded:

1. Number, species and age of reproduction in each

plot.

2. Type of cover, per cent of slope, aspect, site,

soil, burned and non-burned areas, and degree of

burn.

3. Seed trees, blocks of uncut timber, rock outcrops,

brush thickets, log concentrations, roads and

creeks. The State system of seed tree classifi

cation was used.

Tally sheets used were approximately the same as those

found in the Oregon Forest Conservation Handbook (4.).
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A map of the area was not drawn at the time of the

survey as a previous map of the area had been constructed

by the writer in 194-6-47, and this was adapted to the pur

pose shown (Figure 4).

In order that a clear understanding of burn conditions

may be had, the various classes of burns are defined as

follows:

Hard burn - The duff and humus are completely gone;

twigs and small limbs are completely consumed but par

tially burned larger limbs may remain; few higher types

of plant life are present.

Moderate burn - The mineral soil may show but the humus

is not destroyed; some small charred branches may be

found but no needles or twigs remain. Evergreens are

present.

Light burn - The humus is not destroyed and the duff

not appreciably damaged, with little evidence of char

coal anywhere. All forms of plant life are present (4).

The system used in the field work is essentially that

outlined in the Oregon Forest Conservation Handbook (4).

This method was chosen because it is believed it gives a

good representation of what is on the area, and is a quick,

convenient method. The area is also being considered for

sale or trade by the owner to Oregon State College for an

addition to McDonald Forest, and a somewhat standardized

system of land examination is therefore desirable.





RESULTS OF FIELD WORK

Table 4 - The Stocking by Forties
On the Basis of the Number of Seedlings

Age Class

Established

Advanced

Totals

Reproduc tion Per Acre

Species
Tot

AllForty
Grand

Fir

144

207

Douglas
Fir

W. Red.

Cedar

6
o-

als for

Species

Southeast 37 181
212

393

Northeast Established

Advanced

Totals

56
7

5T

131

Y5E

187

219

Northwest Established

Advanced

Totals

6
6

12

31
6

37 tm

37
12

49

Southwest Established

Advanced

Totals

31
19
50

56
J9
75

—

87

Averages
for i Sec
tion

Established

Advanced

Totals

59
24
8T

64
48

112

2

2

123

On the basis of the number of milacres and plots stocked

per forty, the stocking by percentages is listed below:

Table 5 - Number and Percentage of Stocking of
Milacres and Quadrats by Forties

Forty Unit

Milacres

Plots

Numb

Pe

er Stocked

r Forty Per Cent

Southeast 25
10

16

25

Southwest Milacres

Plots
14
11

9
27.5

Northeast Milacres

Plots
29
18

18

45

Northwest Milacres

Plots
7
6

4
10.5

Totals for

i Section
Milacres

Plots
75
45

Average
12) for i
28) Section
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By counting the total number of seedlings on each plot

in a forty, multiplying that number by 250, then dividing

the product by 40, the total number of seedlings per acre

may be determined for that forty. Thus in Table 4 the re

sults for the southeast forty by this method are 393 seed

lings per acre, which is defined as adequately stocked. If

the number of milacres and plots stocked in a forty are

counted and those numbers divided by the total number of mil-

acres and plots in the forty (160 and 40 respectively), the

per cent of stocking is obtained for that forty. Thus in

Table 5 the results for the southeast forty by this method

are for milacres, 16 per cent, and for plots, 25 per cent

stocking, which is defined as understocked. T. T. Munger

states, "The most correct statement of the relation of num

ber of trees per acre to stocked quadrat rating is to say

there is no constant relationship. •The two concepts are

entirely different." (5)

It is here that Mr. Munger!s statement is brought to

light. Not only in the southeast forty do the two methods

of analysis conflict, but in the northeast and southwest

forties also. Only in the northwest forty is there some

semblance of agreement between the two. It is not the pur

pose of this thesis, however, to discuss the merits of either

system but to show the two methods as a means of conveying

to the reader an idea of the degree of stocking.

The general areas that carry reproduction to any appre

ciable degree are those on north slopes. Thus from the
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stocking map (Figure 5) it is seen that the areas south of

the main stream and north of the ridgetop are such areas.

This separates the land into three main areas and gives a

basis for classifying it by topographic regions rather than

by forty lines. In the south area, 15 out of 29 plots were

stocked, making it 52 per cent stocked. In the north area,

22 out of 40 plots were stocked making it 55 per cent stocked,

This gives perhaps a truer picture of the degree of stocking

than does the stocking by forties. The area between the two

stocked areas is practically devoid of reproduction.

In the southeast forty, over half of the trees are ad

vanced reproduction, and over half are Grand fir (Abies

grandis). About one-quarter of the forty is on a gentle

north slope, and this is stocked quite well except where

dense brush thickets occur. The rest of the forty is steep

to moderately steep, south exposure, heavily burned, and

clear of brush except in moist draws. Here the soil is ex

posed in most places with grass, thistle, and blackberry

forming the ground cover. There are also a good many snags

and numerous partially-burned logs. Along the east boundary

of the forty is a stand of pole timber which received heavy

partial cutting in 1941. The area to the south was clear

cut in 1942. As part of the forty was logged in 1941, some

reproduction came in following logging and was not burned

during the slash fire of 1944. The site classification

prior to logging was considered Site III.

In the northeast forty there are considerably more es

tablished seedlings (2-4 years) than advanced reproduction,
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and more Douglas fir. As this area was logged and burned

in 1944, the reproduction should be younger than that in the

southeast forty. The aspect here is mostly north or north

east, and the slope is more gentle than that on the south

side of the ridge. The area is rapidly growing up in brush,

especially along its lower limits, and there are more hard

wood trees here than in the other forties. The site here

before logging was a high III. The degree of burn near the

ridgetop was intense, but as one progresses down the slope

toward the north, the intensity becomes less and finally

fades into unburned area along the creek bottom. It is here

dense brush fields exist. Many cat trails on the north slope

are covered with reproduction. Snags are few in this area.

There are many partially burned logs near the top of the

ridge, and slash is quite deep in the unburned areas. The

area to the east of the forty was partially logged in 1945.

To the north lies a body of pole size timber extending along

the entire section line.

The northwest forty contains more seedlings in the

younger age class, and these are mostly Douglas fir. Much

of the forty is composed of south and west slopes, heavily

burned. This area was cat logged, and many cat trails have

plowed up the soil considerably. The northern slopes near

the ridgetop are bare except for low evergreens and provide

excellent planting sites. Lower down on both sides of the

ridge much brush exists, especially on the north side in

steep draws and along stream bottoms. Along the north
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boundary of the forty is a body of all aged timber and part

of the young growth is inside the forty. There is much un

burned slash on the lower north slopes, while the west and

south slopes are more clear because of heavy slash burning.

The west boundary borders on more burned and cutover area

logged in 1944. The site class is a high III.

The southwest forty is fairly well stocked on its

north slopes, and most of the reproduction is established

(2-4 year old) Douglas fir. The upper slopes are more

open and more heavily burned than the lower slopes near the

creek bottom which is full of dense brush. The north slope

is moderately steep while the south slope is very steep with

thin, bare soil and rock outcrops. Slash is dense on the

north slope below the road, while above it has been burned

off mostly. The area was logged in 1942 and slash burned

in 1942 and 1944. The reproduction is older in many areas

left unburned in 1944. The areas to the south and west were

logged and slashburned in 1942. This forty is Site Class III.

The seed tree method of acquiring reproduction was evi

dently considered when the area was logged. Seed trees are

scattered through the area as seen on the topographic map

(Figure 4). The minimum requirement for number of seed

trees, as specified in the Oregon Conservation Act, is two

Class I seed trees per acre, or 320 for the quarter-section.

A total of 264 of all three classes were counted in the

area and, as seen, do not meet the minimum requirements.

Since three years have passed since the last cutting and
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slashburning took place, some seed trees are assumed to have

died, and therefore this should be taken into consideration.

The number and location of seed trees by forties are as

follows:

Table 6

Class

Forty

Northeast

Northwest

Southwest

Southeast

1

18

32
18

Ik

2

19
36
33
16

10

36
17
13

Total

47
106
68

82 104 76 264

As indicated on the topographic map (Figure 4), the seed

trees are not well distributed but appear in bunches. The

eastern forties are badly understocked especially. Perhaps

many of the snags in the area were formerly seed trees. If

they were, they failed their purpose as little or no repro

duction was found near them.

Many of the seed trees are poorly located in that they

appear in stream bottoms or are too close together to allow

reproduction to come up under them.

SUMMARY

Findings. The north slopes of the quarter-section are

medium stocked. The south slopes are non-stocked. The area

does not have a sufficient seed source for adequate repro

duction.

There were few one-year seedlings found in the area.

None were found in the sample plots.

Grand fir (Abies grandis) is making a bid for room in
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the climax type. Many small areas are well stocked with

Grand fir saplings.

Conclusion. The area is not stocked for a number of

reasons which, when considered together, form a real barrier

to reproduction.

The lack of good seed years for the past several years

has lessened the chances of regeneration. Most of the seed

that fell was probably collected by rodents and birds, leav

ing little to germinate. Too much brush and hot, dry, steep,

south and west slopes combine to make an unfavorable seed

bed. Unfavorable climatic conditions, such as high tempera

tures and low rate of precipitation during critical periods,

combined to kill off reproduction on much of the area. Great

variations in temperature and frost heave probably accounted

for many casualties on south and west slopes. Many of the

seed trees are in unfavorable locations, such as lower slopes

and drainage bottoms, or are too close together to create

an adequate opening for the intolerant Douglas fir seedling.

Cattle and goats graze the area heavily, and heavy

browsing and trampling is evident over much of the area.

Deer are also plentiful and may contribute to many seedlings

and saplings being cropped back until they have a hedged

appearance with many leaders.

Very little seed source lies adjacent to the area. Most

of the land outside the quarter-section is cutover or con

tains immature second-growth. Fire danger may be high due to

local logging operations and hunters (6).
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Recommendations. It is recommended that the area be

planted in the near future to prevent further loss of

favorable planting ground to brush and erosion. Many

favorable planting sites are bare of reproduction and lack

only a seed source to produce trees. It may be necessary

to clear or make small openings in brushy places in order

to plant. Supplementary planting may be desirable in areas

already partially stocked.

Rodents are a serious threat to planted seedlings, and

some control would be desirable, either by poisoning or

allowing natural enemies to keep down the population. Foxes

and hawks do a good job in keeping mice to a minimum.

Trailing and trampling are the most serious livestock

hazards. Many trails are turning into gullies. A reduction

in livestock may be desirable if destruction continues. The

browsing benefits by goats and deer in keeping brush down

may outweigh their destructiveness.

The future of the area depends greatly on how soon it

is planted.
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